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Holidays for these two months- May 1, 2011 for May Day and May 17, 2011 for Vesakha/Buddha Purnima.
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TIMINGS
Office, Café la Véranda and Galleries in Dhanmondi
Monday to Thursday from 2:30pm to 9:00pm
Friday and Saturday from 9:00am to 12:00pm and from 5:00pm to 8:00pm
Multimedia Library in Dhanmondi
Monday to Thursday from 4:00pm to 9:00pm
Friday and Saturday from 9:00am to 12:00pm and from 5:00pm to 8:00pm
All Closed on Sunday
Baridhara Branch
Monday to Thursday from 2:30pm to 9:00pm
Friday and Saturday from 9:00am to 12:00pm and from 5:00pm to 8:00pm
Closed on Sunday
Uttara Branch
Monday to Thursday from 4:00pm to 8:00pm
Friday and Saturday from 9:00am to 12:00pm and from 5:00pm to 8:00pm
Closed on Sunday

ADDRESSES
Alliance Française de Dhaka
26 Mirpur Road
Dhanmondi, Dhaka 1205
GPO Box 405

Baridhara Branch
House 2, Road 1
Baridhara
Dhaka 1212

Uttara Branch
Plot 15, Isha Khan Avenue
Sector 6, Uttara
Dhaka 1230

Tel.: +88 02 967 52 49
Fax: +88 02 861 64 62
Email: reception@afdhaka.org

Mobile: +88 01714 099 292
Email: baridhara@afdhaka.org

Tel.: +880 2 8915 429
Mobile: +88 01678 031 400
Email: uttara@afdhaka.org

* Learning French has helped many to achieve better
opportunities in life and in their careers as well.

Get out of
the box.
Learn French *

Dhanmondi • 02-967 52 49 • reception@afdhaka.org
Uttara • 01678 031 400 • uttara@afdhaka.org
Baridhara • 01714 099 292 • baridhara@afdhaka.org

(

Session starts
July 4. Hurry!
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For brochures and more- www.afdhaka.org

EXHIBITIONLAGALERIE

TAGORE
THE UNIVERSAL MESSAGE
MAY 14 TO MAY 21, 2011

T

o start a one year long celebration of universal poet Tagore, AFC is producing a series of
exceptional event, starting with a unique exhibition. The exhibition is based on a selection
of 97 pictures out of more than hundred, mainly unpublished. The collection was believed to be
lost till it came back to light in August 2010, when Samuel Berthet, director of AFC and historian
rediscovered it from the Alain Daniélou Raymond Burnier photo collection (DBPC). The DBPC
brings together photos taken between 1927 and 1960. The period 1927-1932 brings together the
photos of Alain Daniélou’s first travels. Then from 1932 onwards, it is a duet with conjugated
viewpoints: Raymond Burnier’s, a young Swiss photographer, associated with Alain Daniélou’s
vision of the world. They were special guests of Rabindranath Tagore. From 1932 to 1937, they
shared the life of the poet’s asram during long stays. In his exceptional ability to detect
individual’s capacity, Tagore gave Alain Daniélou’s work a decisive show of trust. The photos
here have been taken in 1935, mainly by Raymond Burnier.
Cette année 2011 est dédiée à la célébration du 150ème anniversaire du poète universel Tagore.
L’Alliance française de Chittagong présente une série d’évènements exceptionnels dont une
exposition unique basée sur une sélection de 97 portraits inédits du poète, jamais publiés
auparavant. Cette collection avait été déclarée perdue jusqu’en août 2010 lorsque Samuel
Berthet, Directeur de l’AF de Chittagong et historien redécouvre cette collection parmi celles
d’Alain Daniélou et de Raymond Burnier (DBPC). Le DBPC rassemble une série de photos prises
entre 1927 et 1960 dont celles évoquant les premiers voyages d’Alain Daniélou entre 1927 et
1932. C’est à partir de 1932 que les échanges de points de vue foisonnent entre le jeune
photographe suisse, Raymond Brunier, et Alain Daniélou qui partage la vision du monde de son
interlocuteur. Ils sont alors les invités de Rabindranath Tagore au sein de son ashram entre 1932
et 1937. Grâce à son extraordinaire don pour percer à jour les potentiels de chaque individu,
Tagore donne au travail d’Alain Daniélou une grande marque de confiance. Les photos exposées
furent prises en 1935 par Raymond Brunier.
4
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FRIDAYFILMSHOWAUDITORIUM
EVERY FRIDAY AT 6.00PM

FREE ENTRANCE FOR AFD AND ZRFS, 20BDT FOR OTHERS

MAY
6, 2011
......................................

MAY
27, 2011
......................................

Runtime 96 min
......................................
Country
France, Belgium
......................................
Language French
......................................
Subtitle English

Olga’s Chignon (2002)
de Jérôme Bonnell

Le chignon d'Olga

Writer-director Jérôme Bonnell's first feature
is a tale of loss, love and longing that is
reminiscent of the films of Eric Rohmer. It
tells of Julien's obsession with Olga, a
beautiful clerk at a bookstore whom he
fantasizes. Once he realizes that she is a
wife and mother, his obsession is exorcized
and that Alice, a very close friend, is, in fact,
the perfect woman for him. It's a depiction
of a family in the aftermath of
bereavement: the mother has died a year
before, and while Julien, his sister Emma
and their father are superficially
communicative and courteous, underneath
they are all disaffected and suffering in their
own ways.

Runtime 122 min
......................................
Country France, South
Africa,
UK
......................................
Language French
......................................
Subtitle English

Man to Man (2005)
de Régis Wargnier

Le secret de la jungle

An epic about anthropologists who hunt
and capture pygmies for study back in
Europe, in an attempt to illustrate the link
between man and ape. 1870, Dr. Jamie
Dodd is elated - he has finally succeeded in
capturing not one, but two pygmies… But
Will he be able to prove the two short
people are genuine human beings and not
freaks to be shown in a zoo?

67

JUN
3, 2011
......................................

JUN
10, 2011
......................................

Runtime
90 min
......................................
Country
France
......................................
Language
French
......................................
Subtitle English

Runtime
117 min
......................................
Country
France
......................................
Language
French
......................................
Subtitle English

Go Fast (2008)
de Olivier van Hoofstadt

Secret Agents (2008) Les femmes de l'ombre
de Jean-Paul Salomé

Marek, a crime squad officer, sets out to
avenge the death of his partner and best
friend, who was killed by drug traffickers.
He asks for a posting to a new undercover
unit created to infiltrate a drug gang that
imports hashish from Morocco using the
"Go Fast" method. A fleet of high-powered
speedboats and cars races across the
Mediterranean to Spain and then France,
loaded with drugs.

In May 1944, a group of French
servicewomen and resistance fighters are
enlisted into the British Special Operations
Executive commando group under the
command of Louise Desfontaines and her
brother Pierre. Their mission, to rescue a
British army geologist caught
reconnoitering the beaches at Normandy,
and to kill a German SS colonel who is close
to figuring out the imminent secret of
D-Day, proves to be emotional and brutal.
The story is inspired by the
accomplishments of decorated SOE agent
Lisé de Baissac.

ORGANIZED BY
ALLIANCE FRANÇAISE DE DHAKA AND ZAHIR RAIHAN FILM SOCIETY
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WORLD MUSIC FESTIVAL

30 JUNE AFD • 1 JULY DU

FÊTE DE LA MUSIQUE IS THE LARGEST INTERNATIONAL LIVE MUSIC EVENT IN THE WORLD, HELD
IN 450 CITIES ACROSS THE GLOBE ON THE VERY SAME DAY EACH YEAR – JUNE 21 –DEVELOPED
BY THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT IN 1982. THE AIM OF THE EVENT IS TO MAKE MUSIC
EVERYWHERE, TO CELEBRATE MUSIC AND TO EXPOSE AS MANY PEOPLE TO MUSIC AS POSSIBLE.

NOW YOU CAN TAKE
ELECTRONIC VERSION
OF TEF OR TEFAQ
Same as TEF/TEFaq:
• widely recognized by firms and official organizations
• It is easier to study and find employment in all French-language
organizations.
• TEFAQ or e-TEFAQ is the French test recommended by the Quebec’s
Immigration Ministry to complete your immigration folder.
But different:
• Faster: get your results immediately for compulsory test, and within 48 hours
for optional test.
• Cheaper: no extra fees to pay for sessions with only 1 or 2 candidates
• Relax: each candidate has his own material (computer and speakers) to take
the test.
e-TEF or e-TEFAQ, you can take it whenever you want
at the Alliance Française de Dhaka.
Contact:
+88 01678 086 445
formation@afdhaka.org
pedagogie@afdhaka.org
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EXHIBITIONLAGALERIE

TARAK
MAHADI
ESSENCE OF SECRET
FRIDAY, JUNE 03 TO THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 2011

H

uman being is more powerful than any materialistic reality. Once he exploits his
emotion, brain & spiritual nature, he could indeed transcend to the future, in this point
human being is “unlimited” like secret of nature. In the exhibition “Essence of Secret”
materialistic states & spiritual ones have been blended identically to a twin in human nature
via the artist’s own perception by using the "symbol" along with "reality". Thus, all has been
contemplated to the intricacies secrets of life in his various segments of art.
L’être humain est plus puissant que toute réalité matérielle. En exploitant ses émotions, sa
nature intellectuelle et spirituelle, il pourrait en effet se surpasser vers l’avenir. L'être humain
est donc "illimité" comme les secrets de la nature. Dans cette exposition « L’Essence du
Secret », le matériel et le spirituel ne font plus qu’un dans la nature humaine à travers une
perception propre à l'artiste qui associe "symboles" et "réalité". Ainsi dans les moindres recoins
de son art, c’est selon les secrets méandres de la vie que tout a été pensé.
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EXHIBITIONGALERIEZOOM

FLYING
COMMONERS
DAILY LIVINGS
FRIDAY, MAY 06 TO THURSDAY, MAY 19, 2011

H

esitation of the new acquaintance, victims of the time,
degradation of the human norms and values or probably
from the wish of making the time bearable in a nostalgic
thoughts, there is an attempt of taking an own walk of some
new artists of their experimental works.
11 young artists have come together to show their daily livings
expressing through the paintings.
The images are composed by different omitted materials,
acrylic, oil that means mixed media. Some are explained in
details, others appeal to spectators’ imagination but they all
reflect the minds & creativity of the single artists.
Hésitation face aux nouveautés, victimes du temps, dégradation
des normes et des valeurs humaines ou peut-être la volonté de
rendre le temps supportable par des pensées nostalgiques, il y a
là chez certains jeunes artistes une tentative de définir leur
propre touche dans leurs œuvres expérimentales.
11 jeunes artistes se sont réunis pour montrer l’image de leur
quotidien à travers la peinture.
Les images sont composées de différents matériaux oubliés, de
l'acrylique, peinture à l'huile qui permet d’obtenir des
techniques mixtes et variées. Certaines sont explicitées, d'autres
font appel à l'imagination des spectateurs, mais toutes
traduisent l’esprit et la créativité de chacun des artistes.
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ON DEMAND
TAILOR MADE COURSES

2

1

One cloth does not fit everyone.
Alliance française de Dhaka
offers courses where you
Get to decide where, when,
and how you want to
learn French.
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6

5

4

3

Learning French has
never been this easy.
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Contact
+88 01678 086 445
formation@afdhaka.org
pedagogie@afdhaka.org

For more, clickwww.afdhaka.org
search “tailor made course”
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25
Zahir Raihan Film Society, the leading film club of
the country, is completing its 25 years of activities
on 16th May, 2011. As always with its special
anniversary programmes, this year the cine club has
come up with “A Tribute to Women Filmmakers of
the World” - a screening of 38 films by 34 women
filmmakers from 34 countries of all the 5 continents.
This is an extraordinary film festival in the history of
the film society movement in Bangladesh. It gives
the cine-loving people of Bangladesh a rare
opportunity of watching films made by women (in
most cases) dealing with women’s and feminist
themes and issues. Zahir Raihan Film Society, along
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its quarter century of activities, has screened about
4,000 films, organized seminars and workshops for
a better understanding and appreciation of cinema
and film art. It has also brought out publications
and posters for the betterment of the film society
movement here in Bangladesh. The filmshows
include the retrospectives of individual filmmakers,
focuses on countries, continents, different themes,
issues and topics. It has screened films by almost
all the major filmmakers of the world.

TRIBUTE
TO

WOMEN

FILMMAKERS

OF THE
WORLD:
A SPECIAL

Alliance Francaise de Dhaka is proud to have been
associated with its course of activities during the
last 25 years. It has really been a fruitful collaboration between the two organizations in the arena of
cinema and film art. We congratulate the members,
officials, patrons and well-wishers of Zahir Raihan
Film Society on its completion of a quarter century
of busy activities! We look forward to having the
same collaboration in the days to come!

Check www.afdhaka.org for
Screening Schedule and more.

FILM
FESTIVAL

38FILMS
34COUNTRIES
2SESSIONS

MAY12-21
AND
JUNE17-25
15

NEW ARRIVALS

Médiathèque Jules Verne
Monday-Thursday: 4:00pm-9:00pm, Friday-Saturday: 9:00am-12:00pm and 5:00pm-8:00pm.
Closed on Sunday.
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American Vertigo by Bernard-Henri Lévy
Early in the nineteenth century, Alexis de
Tocqueville - a distant relative of Baudelaire –
arrived in Newport, Rhode Island, to begin a
voyage that was to become the first in a long
line of iconic journeys through America – On
the Road, Easy Rider, Route One/USA,
Vanishing Point, North by Northwest. Inspired
by these precedents Bernard-Henri Lévy, one of
France’s most prominent writers, set off on a
year-long tour of the US. One of his aims – to
get to the heart of the growing myths about
American culture.

according to his own desires, Michel discovers a
new freedom. But, as he also finds, freedom can
be a burden.
The Kindly Ones by Jonathan Littell
Dr Max Aue is a family man and owner of a
lace factory in post-war France. He is an
intellectual steeped in philosophy, literature
and classical music. He is also a former SS
intelligence officer and cold-blooded assassin.
Max was present at the Nazi atrocities on the
Eastern front, at the siege of Stalingrad, at the
death camps, and finally at the nightmarish fall
of Berlin. His world was peopled by Eichmann,
Himmler, Göring, Speer and, of course, Hitler
himself.

Fear and Trembling by Amélie Nothomb
Nothomb demonstrates a shrewd
understanding of the intricate ways Japanese
relationships are made and spoiled. And she has
the classic Japanese corporation down dead to
rights. While at times the level of cruelty in her
novel approaches caricature, Nothomb also has
compassion for those Japanese who are
imprisoned in this system.

Touché by Agnès Catherine Poirier
Agnès Catherine Poirier has spent the last ten
years explaining the peculiarities of France to
the British and of Britain to the French. She
goes beneath the surface to explain why France
and Britain keep arguing and competing
endlessly, why they are so different and why
they do things in almost opposite ways.

The Immoralist by André Gide
Michel knows nothing about love when he
marries the gentle Marceline out of duty to his
father. They travel to Tunisia for their
honeymoon, where Michel becomes very ill.
During his recovery, he meets a young Arab
boy, whose radiant health and beauty captivate
him. This is an awakening for him both
sexually and morally and, in seeking to live

Jean de Florette and Manon des Sources
by Marcel Pagnol
Jean de Florette – reunited with its sequel
Manon des Sources to create a single unbroken
narrative – remains a French literary
masterpiece. A two-part epic which spans three
generations.

Get Library membership and experience amazing French books and movies, www.afdhaka.org for more
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www.afdhaka.org

Learn French

About courses, admission precedures,
different courses for different age
groups and for different needs.
Know about our faculty
and study in France.

Brand New Noticeboard
Noticeboard gives you direct links
to recent activities in AFD,
Get the latest result or the current
class or exam schedule, you will
find the updates right away!

Services

Our lively café, exhibitions in
two galleries, film shows in our
auditorium, and about our
rental and translation services.
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Workshops

Library

Details on fashion, photography,
cinema, western dance and guitar,
violin and piano, theatre and
painting workhops!

The greatest French library
in Bangladesh. Know about
membership procedures
and details.

Cultural Events

Know about the ongoing
events and upcoming as well!
Daily updated with details and
outgoing links.

Check us in world wide web!
Experience Alliance Française de Dhaka from computer, laptop or cellphone.
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GALERIE
ZOOM
GALERIE

LA
GALERIE
LA

AUDITORIUM
AUDI-

Alliance Française de Dhaka has renting facilities for arts, events and programs. No matter what type of
show you are planning, we have touches to make it stylish and unique. We have a small gallery called
Galerie Zoom for budding artists, a professional gallery- La Galerie and a high profile auditorium with giant
screen and
sound system.
Our experience makes planning of a successful show a breeze, if interested, contact Khandaker Md.
Mahmud Hassan, our Programme Officer for details.
Email at programme@afdhaka.org or check our website www.afdhaka.org

CLASSICALGUITAR

WORKSHOPWESTERN

Alliance Française de Dhaka offers courses on the Western Classical Guitar which has been
designed jointly by the course coordinator and international experts according to its worldwide
value and standards.
Courses on offer are from the beginners to advanced level that helps the students to prepare for
concert performance, sit for ABRSM exams (Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music) or
getting admitted to any desired music school abroad.
Sessions: January – April, May – August, September –December.
For farther information, please contact:
Course coordinator: Mr. Iftekhar Anwar
Master of Music, Arizona State University, USA
Phone: +880 1741 009 497
Email: ianwar@cgab.org
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SNAPS

ALLIANCE
FRANÇAISE
DE DHAKA’S

LAST TWO MONTHS
Check our Flickr page
www.flickr.com/photos/afdhaka
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STUDENT PARTY
MAY 27 AT 6PM
LA GALERIE DJ SHAON
BRING AFD ID FOR ENTRY

ELSEWHEREGOETHE-INSTITUT
FROZEN IN TIME - PHOTOGRAPHS OF DANCE Photo exhibition
May 26 - June 11 | 11 AM -7.00 PM
at Bulbul Academy of Fine Arts (BAFA) Wise House, 7 Wise Ghat, Old Dhaka
Movement and photography – what a contradiction in terms! The exhibition “Frozen in
Time - Photographs of Dance” comprises fifty photographs; both colour and black and
white and a video installation of selected dance photographers and artists from Germany.
OFFBEAT Film retrospective featuring German film director Veit Helmer
June 26 – 29 | 5.00 PM
at Goethe-Institut, Auditorium
Veit Helmer is one of the prominent writers, directors, producers of contemporary German
films. Since he was 14, he has been making films. He became known for his offbeat short
films, which earned him more than 50 awards. He will be visiting Bangladesh for a film
making workshop and before the screening of the films in the presence of the famous
German film maker, there will be a discussion on the topic of the films.
June 26: Tuvalu (1999) 92’
June 27: Gate to Heaven (2003) 90’
June 28: Absurdistan (2007) 87’
June 29: Behind the Couch (2005) 70’
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GIVE US YOUR FEEDBACK
Le Fleuve is made specially for you, we want to know how you feel after reading it.
Please send us your feedback and ideas you would like to share at fleuve@afdhaka.org
To get Le Fleuve at your address, become a member of Alliance Française de Dhaka
and get other exciting privileges!
To get our email newsletter, send an email at webmaster@afdhaka.org
This Le Fleuve is designed using typefaces ITC Stone Serif created by Sumner Stone et
al. and Avenir created by Adrian Frutiger, cover page is based on the painting by
Tarak Mahadi.
With the dynamic participations ofFaizul Kabir Chowdhury Shaon, Houssam Bounailat (we’ll miss you),
Jannatul Ferdousee, Jérôme Charbonneau, Khandaker Md. Mahmud Hassan,
Md. Mahmud Hussain, Sabbir Chowdhury, Saliha Lefevre, Zarifa Zakaria and
Zia Hyder Khan.
Designed by Md. Mahmud Hussain, mmh.

www.afdhaka.org

